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I. Fact Sheet

Participating Institutions

- University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB)
- California State University, Northridge (CSUN) (subgrantee)
- University of Miami (UM) (subgrantee)

Team

- **Principal Investigator:** Alan Liu (Professor of English, UCSB)
- **Co-PIs:** Jeremy Douglass (Assistant Professor of English, UCSB), Scott Kleinman (Professor of English, CSUN), Lindsay Thomas (Assistant Professor of English, UM)
- **Other participating faculty:** Mauro Carassai (CSUN)
- **Sustainability and Usability Adviser:** Greg Janée (Director, Data Curation Program, UCSB Library; and Developer, UC Curation Center at California Digital Library)
- **[To be recruited:]** Two Postdoctoral Scholars/Lecturers (postdoctoral researchers who also teach some courses each year) for project years 2018-2019 and 2019-2020
- **[To be recruited:]** Graduate student project managers
- **[To be recruited:]** Graduate student and undergraduate research assistants, including those participating in WE1S's “summer research camps”

Project Website

[http://we1s.ucsb.edu](http://we1s.ucsb.edu)

Funding Support

- The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, $1.1 million
- Additional support from UCSB in the form of additional salaries and benefits for the hybrid postdoc/lecturer positions and for the graduate-student project manager at UCSB.

Timeline

- Three years, October 1, 2017 to September 30, 2020.

Main Humanities Research Goals

- Use digital-humanities computational methods to study public discourse on the humanities in journalistic media and other sources at large data scales. Model the main themes, frames of discussion, and narratives (even “memes”) of such discourse; the relations between them; and also unexpected themes or relations. For example, how do journalists, politicians, business people, scientists, parents,
students, university administrators, professors, writers, artists, and others typically talk about the humanities? How do the national and local, or policy and personal facets of “what everyone says” about the humanities intersect with each other (for example, when a legislator discusses education policy, or a parent or teacher discusses the future with a student)?

- Study how public discourse on the humanities compares across states, nations, and regions of the world. To begin with, how much talk about the humanities is there in the media in California as opposed to in New York, in the U.S. by contrast with the U.K., and in the North and West of the world by comparison with the southern hemisphere or mid and far east?

- Study the way racial, ethnic, gender, and other groups are positioned by the media, or position themselves in the media, in relation to the humanities versus more “practical” career choices, especially during first-generation immigrant or first-generation-to-college phases of a group’s social trajectory. Just one line of inquiry going beyond the stereotypes: if a first-generation immigrant student is told by parents and society to major in science, engineering, pre-medicine, pre-law, or pre-business; yet the cultural and personal identity of that student is vested in a deep humanities and arts heritage; then where does that excess “humanity” go and how is it expressed and cultivated?

**Main Digital Humanities Goals**

- Design and assemble a representative corpus (in this case, of public discourse on the humanities) with attention to principles of corpus “representativeness.”

- Advance methods for open, reproducible data workflow in the digital humanities, including methods for
  - tracking the provenance and workflow of sources, tools, and processes;
  - implementing workflows of data collection, preparation, analysis, and output workflows in chained series of executable (but customizable) data “notebooks” ([Jupyter notebooks](https://jupyter.org)).

- Advance the sustainability of digital humanities workflows and outputs by using “containerized” (virtualized) data analysis platforms that can be distributed and be deposited in institutional or other repositories.

**Main Public Goals (addressed to the public or to humanities advocates addressing the public)**

- Provide a richer stock of themes, narratives, examples, and evidence types that can be drawn upon in discussing the humanities, whether at the policy level (e.g., how society should apportion investment in STEM versus humanities education) or at the individual or social level (e.g., how parents and students talk to each other about what life or career is about).

- Provide recommendations for humanities advocacy in the form of executive summaries addressed to different sectors of the public (journalists, politicians, business leaders, parents, students) and best-practices advice (e.g., avoiding untrue
II. Description of Project

a. Overview

Based at University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB), with core collaborators at California State University, Northridge (CSUN) and University of Miami (UM), the “WhatEvery1Says” project (WE1S) uses digital humanities (DH) methods to study public discourse about the humanities at large data scales. The project concentrates on, but is not limited to, journalistic articles available in digital textual form beginning circa 1981. Previously engaged in a small-scale pilot project for this purpose, WE1S was in 2017 awarded Mellon Foundation funding of $1.1 million on a timeline of three years (beginning October 1, 2017) to expand significantly the scope and diversity of its sampled materials; to increase the range, nuance, and trustworthiness of its analytical methods; and to make its technical research environment agile enough to support rapid, flexible exploration of new materials and research questions. WE1S’s parent initiative is 4Humanities.org, which Principal Investigator Alan Liu (UCSB) started in 2010 with international collaborators to use digital technologies for humanities advocacy.

b. Humanities Context

WE1S contributes to recent research responding to the perceived long-term decline of the humanities, including after the most recent “crisis” period touched off by the Great Recession of the late 2000s and early 2010s. Such research has been broad and vigorous. For example, many scholars have written books on the value and history of the humanities; the Society for the History of the Humanities has started the History of Humanities journal to publish new historical and comparative research on the humanities; the innovative Humanities & Liberal Arts Assessment (HULA) project has studied and assessed the “implicit internal logics of humanistic craft” in order to surface the methods and values of the humanities; major scholarly associations and foundations have issued reports, white papers, and policy recommendations the American Academy of Arts & Science has created Humanities Indicators and Academy Data Forum to gather significant statistics; and “public humanities” initiatives and humanities advocacy initiatives have been active in communicating the value of the humanities to the public and its representatives in government and the media.

WE1S adds uniquely to this broader field of research and advocacy by using digital humanities methods—mainly topic modeling—to analyze representations of the humanities in large numbers of public materials, especially journalistic media. If the Humanities Indicators project provides statistical research on the state of the humanities, WE1S
provides the other half of the picture: discourse research on how the humanities are articulated in public and at crossover points between the public and the academy.

c. Digital Humanities Context

As a digital humanities project, WE1S also contributes to the evolving context and methods of the digital humanities field in three ways:

- WE1S takes its place in the evolving branch of the digital humanities called “cultural analytics,” which brings into convergence “distant reading,” text analysis, topic modeling, and other data-analytic methods to study sociocultural, historical, and aesthetic phenomena at collectively significant scales.
- Technologically, WE1S contributes to the development of integrated frameworks for data-analysis workflow by creating an adaptable data workflow system that draws on the principles of more complex digital humanities and scientific workflow systems but streamlines them (and translates the idea of “data provenance” in scientific workflow into that of “document” provenance). This creates a data-analysis workflow system that is more usable and intellectually graspable for a larger number of digital humanities scholars.
- Additionally, WE1S contributes to the development of open, shareable, and reproducible methods in the digital humanities. Because WE1S's Workflow Management System and Virtual Workspace System not only implement workflows but do so in open, annotated ways (creating provenance “manifests” using JSON and operating on them using open-science Jupyter notebooks), they introduce to the digital humanities the kind of workflow systems based on metadata standards that the in silico or data-intensive sciences have advanced under the rubrics of “open science” and "open lab."

d. Expected Audiences and Outcomes

WE1S aims for its research and methods to serve three overlapping audiences in the following ways:

i. For the public, WE1S will provide research-based examples and analyses of themes, narratives, metaphors, evidence, and value statements about the humanities, together with links to readings in the original journalistic material. In addition, WE1S will create resources and recommendations to help guide discussion about the humanities by journalists, politicians, business people, university administrators, parents, and students.

ii. For humanities scholars and administrators, WE1S will provide articles, white papers, open metadata, interpreted results, and research workflows and tools representing its project. These can be used for study in such research areas as: university studies; the idea and value of the humanities; the history of the humanities; and “global” or comparative humanities. More broadly, the project will provide methods and tools for humanities researchers investigating the role of complex ideas in society.
iii. For digital humanities scholars, WE1S will contribute methods and tools (to be used either “as is” or in adapted form) for integrated, open, shareable, and reproducible data analysis and interpretation.

**e. Research Methods**

WE1S’s research starts with identifying and harvesting for analysis documents from journalistic sources (and in the future other sources in the public sphere) that include the phrases “humanities,” “liberal arts,” and (in the United Kingdom and Commonwealth nations, “the arts”). Text is “scraped” in plain-text form, “cleaned” and subjected to other pre-processing methods, and then converted into analytical data for machine learning processes such as topic modeling. To allow for null hypothesis testing, WE1S also gathers from its sources analytical data for a smaller “random” corpus of articles.

The main computational method that WE1S applies to analyze its gathered materials is topic modeling (specifically, Latent Dirichlet Allocation [LDA] topic modeling as implemented in the standard MALLET toolkit [Machine Learning for Language Toolkit]). A leading method of machine-learning analysis, topic modeling discovers through statistical means the existence, relative weight, and distribution of “topics” across documents (where topics are represented as a probability model of correlated words often indicative of what a human might conceive as “themes”). Topic modeling can be particularly important for discovering areas of public discourse related to the humanities that are not colored by preconceived theses or expectations (e.g., about the “crisis” of the humanities). Facilitating the interpretive exploration of topic models is WE1S’s use of the dfr-browser topic-model visualization interface developed by Andrew Goldstone, which was chosen as optimal after WE1S conducted a comparative study of 14 topic-model interfaces.

In addition, WE1S will explore “word embedding” (word2vec) and text-classification analytical methods that have the potential to use the project’s collected data in ways that augment topic modeling.

**f. Technical Methods**

WE1S has developed a technical environment that implements its research through methods for (1) corpus assembly and preparation; (2) data provenance and workflow management; and (3) the integrated, containerized operation of workflows (including topic modeling and visualization of results). It is also developing (4) a protocol for interpreting topic models that lays out in declared form the iterative steps of interaction between human interpreters and machine-learning results. While particular features of this technical environment are specifically customized for WE1S, the overall paradigm is generalizable to many other digital humanities projects and can be implemented either “as is” through WE1S’s open-source methods and tools or by adapting these.

In detail, the elements of the WE1S technical environment in its beta form are as follows:

1. **Corpus Assembly and Preparation System**
WE1S collects as plain text the materials from its journalistic sources via databases or directly through the APIs of source publications. In the case of databases, it does so by first using manual means for searching and downloading (as dictated by licensing conditions), and secondly using automated means for scraping (as plain text), cleaning, and other pre-processing of downloaded documents into “bags-of-words” analytical data. The cleaning, pre-processing, and conversion of plain texts into bags of words occurs in the project’s Virtual Workspace System and in a secure annex of that system, which then also mounts all or various parts of the WE1S dataset for topic modeling (and also de-duplicates material such as data from articles collected twice because they contain both “humanities” and “liberal arts,” which WE1S searches on separately).

2. Manifest Framework

Digital humanities researchers working with large data sets or iterative processes have in the past adopted localized, ad hoc means for keeping track of their data, processing steps, and results—an approach that impedes collaborative work, makes repeating or adjusting research processes difficult, and does not support emerging publication standards for transparent data provenance and reproducible research.

WE1S addresses these issues through a “manifest framework” that documents the components and relations between different parts of a digital humanities research workflow—including data collection, pre-processing (e.g., cleaning), analysis, and presentation (e.g., visualizations). The WE1S manifest framework consists of a generalizable method for annotating data provenance and workflow declared through schema-based documents known as “manifests”:

- A manifest is a plain-text file formatted in the JSON serialization format (organizing information into keyword-value pairs) for describing a resource or process. Manifests can be created in a simple text editor, and they can also be written in other formats such as XML or YAML, and can be converted to JSON (or vice versa) as appropriate to particular projects.
- Manifests conform to the WE1S manifest “schema” (a definition of the terms and logic needed for tracking WE1S resources and processes that is currently in a version 1.0 state). The WE1S schema is encoded using the JSON Schema and can be expanded and customized based on the needs of other types of projects.
- The WE1S manifest framework shares much in common with other metadata standards and workflow management tools deployed in the sciences and other fields (such as the W3C’s PROV Ontology and the Open Science Framework). But for use in the humanities it is designed specifically around a schema suited to the kinds of materials and processes typical of humanities research and also requires relatively little technical overhead.

3. Workflow Management System

The Workflow Management System is a Web-based platform for creating and managing manifest documents. It allows researchers at various levels of technical proficiency to
create valid manifests by filling in forms in their browser. Users enter manifest information required by the WE1S schema in Web-based forms. Alternatively, the platform can import manifests to the database from pre-existing manifest documents. The Workflow Management System is particularly important for newcomers to the WE1S project (e.g., new research assistants) who may not be familiar enough with the WE1S schema to create valid manifests from scratch. It also provides the ability to search the project’s stored manifests, which will become the basis for part of the public-facing Web site at the end of the project.

4. Virtual Workspace System

To address a range of computing demands from a geographically distributed team with varying technical skills and different workstations, WE1S has created a Virtual Workspace System that facilitates open, reproducible digital humanities research through a defined computing platform, a shareable online environment, integrated customizable workflows, and on-demand online presentation of results. The WE1S Virtual Workspace System runs through the Web as well as locally on a laptop; its design and implementation can be used by other digital humanities projects; and it is consonant with the philosophy of such other online or containerized integrated systems as Lexos or DH Box that make advanced digital humanities research environments accessible.

The WE1S Virtual Workspace System is a virtual environment (runnable online from a server or as a “containerized” virtual computer on a local workstation) that implements a computing platform and a directed series of workflows. Data workflows include those for cleaning and pre-processing texts; converting texts into non-consumptive use “bags of words”; selecting parts of the WE1S dataset to analyze; generating topic models; and outputting results. These workflows are implemented using Jupyter notebooks (previously known as “iPython notebooks”), which both document processing steps and run actual code in step-by-step modules. Each new project begins by generating a new project folder containing a copy of a chained set of default notebooks. The project can then be customized. The final Jupyter notebook in the WE1S Virtual Workspace System generates an on-the-fly Web site showing a dynamic, interactive view of a topic model in Andrew Goldstone’s dfr-browser interface. This Web site can be automatically and iteratively recreated whenever the underlying data workflow is changed (e.g., when a workflow is repeated using different parts of the corpus or different topic-modeling parameters).

5. Interpretation Protocol for Topic Models

Because complex data-analysis sequences can have a “black box” effect, one of the needs of current in silico science is not just to document technical workflows for reproducibility but also to make humanly understandable the steps in a workflow. The goal is to facilitate the interpretation of results. Digital humanities research, of course, is rooted not just in data science but also long-standing traditions of humanistic hermeneutics, including the critical scrutiny of how humans “read” and “interpret” materials. Digital humanists thus carry the extra burden of needing to make visible the machine-to-human and human-to-human interpretive steps hidden in the interpretive process, steps involving how researchers read
a topic model and how researchers communicate, discuss, and provide evidence for observations about topic models to reach credible conclusions. Yet there are currently no best practices in the digital humanities for explaining data workflow, let alone with attention to the act of human interpretation.

As part of its technical methods, WE1S is developing a topic-model interpretation protocol that declares in understandable form (as part of a manifest workflow) step-by-step interactions between machine learning and researcher interpretation/collaboration (e.g., when in the process researchers convene to interpret a topic model; what outputs, visualizations, and secondary algorithmic products such as Principal Component Analysis or hierarchical clusterings are used to deduce groups of topics; how researchers discuss a topic model; and how topic models and interpretive acts are iterated). The goal is not to assert the definitive topic-model interpretation process (because this will be different depending on the nature of a project, its materials, and its personnel), but to declare a topic model interpretation process that can then serve as a model and be adapted, improved, and varied by the larger DH community. It may be that over time one or several kinds of digital-humanities data interpretation protocols will evolve as shared conventions.

While still in progress, the WE1S topic-model interpretation protocol is currently drafted to specify a sequence of interpretive steps. These steps will eventually be documented in JSON-formatted manifests according to the WE1S manifest framework. This will allow for provenance tracking of interpretation workflows, the sharing of such workflows with other projects, and the automation of steps that facilitate interpretation—e.g., allowing the WE1S Virtual Workspace System to generate visualization aids at appropriate moments as the interpretation process unfolds).

III. Plans for Expansion from Pilot Project

a. Mellon-Funded Next Stage of Project

WE1S has operated since 2013 as a pilot project. With funding from the Mellon Foundation, WE1S will greatly extend the scope and diversity of its sampled materials from public discourse; improve its research methods and technical implementation to enable more rapid and more flexible exploration of these materials; and produce analyses and other outcomes for its intended public, humanities, and digital humanities audiences.

b. Diversity and Inclusion

i. In light of its theme, WE1S primarily understands diversity and inclusion to refer to facilitating the ability of underrepresented racial/ethnic groups—and also first-generation-to-college, immigrants, and others—to embrace the humanities in common with others so as to contribute to the full life of individuals, groups, educational and cultural institutions, and, ultimately, society. A core mission of WE1S’s plan for expanded research, therefore, is to acquire materials that facilitate understanding the complex relationship of underrepresented and other groups to the humanities. The aim
is to position WE1S to ask such questions as: how do mainstream media position students and others from particular groups relative to the humanities? How do media articles addressed specifically to such groups compare with mainstream media? In what ways does public opinion about the very ideal of “diversity and inclusion” correlate with public opinion about the humanities?

ii. Secondarily, WE1S understands diversity and inclusion to refer to facilitating the participation of underrepresented students (and also students such as Asian-Americans underrepresented in the humanities, as well as women underrepresented in technology) in its own project. Because WE1S engages in interdisciplinary humanities/technology research with a strong focus on social issues, an appropriate diversity aim is to include underrepresented students from many fields (humanities, STEM, and social science) in its research as part of their educational training. At UCSB, these summer research camps will be advertised to graduate-student research assistants from diverse student bases, including not just programs with strengths in the digital humanities but also in areas such as ethnic and gender studies bearing on the diversity aspect of WE1S’s research aims. At CSUN, a particularly important WE1S initiative is to create Summer Research Camps that parallel those held at UCSB but also work to increase campus expertise in the digital humanities, including among its diverse student population. To this end, the CSUN camps will also directly involve undergraduates.

c. Expected Outcomes and Benefits

Expected Outcomes

Outcomes at the close of the WE1S project timeline will include a public-facing Web site presenting:

1. An overview description and rationale statement for the project.
2. A scoping statement of the materials collected and studied.
3. Topic models presented in a dynamic, interactive interface (based on dfr-browser) designed to encourage users to explore topics and read exemplary source articles.
4. Analyses and reports on what the project’s research brings to view about public discourse on the humanities.
5. Recommendations for humanities advocacy in the form, for example, of executive summaries addressed to different sectors of the public (journalists, politicians, business leaders, parents, students) and best-practices advice (e.g., avoiding untrue or overused themes in public discussion of the humanities, and drawing connections between the humanities and themes of interest to the public).
6. Resource “kits” of themes, examples, and evidence for journalists or scholars and administrators to draw on in discussing the humanities; or students to draw on as they consider choosing a major and discussing it with parents.
7. GitHub and institutional repositories containing WE1S technical systems (its manifest framework, Workflow Management System, Virtual Workspace System, and topic modeling interpretation protocol).
Expected Benefits

For its overlapping audiences of the public, humanities scholars and administrators, and digital humanists, the benefit that frames all subsidiary ones will be to use research-based knowledge to advance a more expansive notion of humanities advocacy—one geared toward not just humanities disciplines, scholars, and students, but the larger public.

Specific, concrete benefits for WE1S’s audiences include:

- For various sectors and professions among the public, WE1S will provide a richer stock of themes, narratives, examples, and evidence types that can be drawn upon in discussing humanities-related issues, whether at the policy level or at the individual or social level. WE1S will also help widen the social and cultural diversity of public discourse on the humanities, bringing into consideration not just the generic “student” or “major” referred to in many media stories but also students whose specific racial, ethnic, gender, immigrant, and generational backgrounds positions them differently in the field of such discussions. Equally beneficial will be the context in which WE1S frames this richer, more diverse mix of views on the humanities through its description and rationale statement, scoping statement, and analyses and recommendations.

- For humanities scholars and administrators, WE1S’s outcomes will not only facilitate their own participation in humanities advocacy (by widening and enriching the discourse of such advocacy in the ways described above) but also augment specific research, program-building and administrative, and public outreach missions. The project’s methods and tools will serve as a paradigm (and can be used “as is” or in adapted form) for researching the way other complex ideas that are like “the humanities” in having both narrow/sharply defined and broad/fuzzy senses behave in public discourse. WE1S will be able to assist in such activities as designing general education curricula, shaping agendas for humanities centers, or presenting a matriculation or commencement speech—all of which can benefit from WE1S’s research-backed identification of themes and the relations between themes. WE1S will provide an extended, enriched range of themes, arguments, examples, and other material to draw on in framing advocacy efforts on behalf of funding for the humanities, bringing new students into humanities majors, and showing the connection of the humanities to other educational fields and to other areas of social concern.

- For the digital humanities research community, WE1S will provide a paradigm of open, shareable, and reproducible research adapted for the kinds of provenance tracking, analysis workflows, and self-reflective attention to interpretive method characteristic of humanities-oriented “cultural analytics.” The WE1S manifest framework, Workflow Management System, Virtual Workspace System, and topic model interpretation protocol will be disseminated so that they can be used or adapted by other projects.

These include the American Association of University's *Reinvigorating the Humanities* (2004) and the American Academy of Arts and Science Commission on the Humanities and Social Science's *Reinvigorating the Humanities* (2013). Other major reports on the humanities are listed under “Resources” on the site of the Commission on the Humanities and Social Science.

Jupyter notebooks (previously known as “iPython notebooks”) are documents stored in the JSON format that can not only narrate data processing steps but run actual code in step-by-step modules.


See WE1S’s comparative study of “Topic Modeling Systems and Interfaces”. WE1S adapted Goldstone’s dfr-browser (http://agoldst.github.io/dfr-browser/), which is open source under the MIT license, with his assistance.

Documentation of the WE1S manifest schema version 1.0 is available at https://github.com/whatevery1says/manifest/blob/master/we1s-manifest-schema-1.1.md.